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ABSTRACT

Value chain analysis can gauge, analyze, and predict
organization effects to control cost in light of achieving strategic
organization objectives of distance education. Value chain analysis enables
organizations to accomplish their goal or mission through cost effectiveness
or differentiation. The value chain activity structure in a distance
education organization such as Ibadan University or National Teachers'
Institute is as follows: inbound logistics, operations, outbound logistics,
sales and marketing, and service. Primary activities of these organizations
can be further divided into these five discrete chains: (1) course
development and production, (2) admission, (3) course registration and
materials dispatch, (4) course delivery, and (5) marketing. Managers using
value chain analysis are encouraged to systematically consider effects of
policies, decisions, and actions on all areas through awareness of
interrelationship and linkage throughout the organization and on the
organization's value and potential for strategic alliances with suppliers,
buyers, and competitors; to determine cost drivers for all activities and
their effect on cost, quality, and perceived value of programs, courses, and
services; and to make decisions and set policies from a future-oriented
perspective. (Contains 11 references) (YLB)
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Managing Distance Education Institutions Through Value

Chain Analysis: The Nigerian Experience

Abstract
The paper

provides a theoretical frame work as

a guide to

the

understanding of the peculiar management of Distance Education by examining
organisational objectives with
the value chain analysis, and its use for effective
Five
particular emphasis on the management of distance education Institutions.
their effects on distance
competitive forces interacting within a given industry and
The paper
education institutions (Porter, 1985) are examined and discussed.
organisation require
observes that unlike formalised institutions, distance teaching
through awareness of the
many actors to bring about effective education
interrelationships and linkages found in organisations.
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MANAGING DISTANCE EDUCAITON INSTITUTION THROUGH
VALUE CHAIN ANALYSIS: THE NIGERIAN EXPERIENCE
BY

DR.

Aderinto Dept of Continuing Education,
and

Dr. M. 0. Akintayo, Dept. of Adult Education,
University of Madan.
As distance education has expanded rapidly across the globe and has moved

to be a "Centre stage" in overall education provision, the lack of a theoretical
framework to guide our understanding of its particular management challenges,
skills and practices becomes more and more worrisom. Most of the research and

documentation concerning management and administration is either narrowly

focused on small questions in the practice of management (Merup 1968),
speculative (Duke 1986); Harris and Williams 1978; Singh 1975), descriptive
(Kaye and Rumble 1981; Lumsden 1986; Rumble 1986), or proscriptive ( Dodds
1983).

Murgatroyd and Woudstra (1989) suggested that Porter's (1983) value

chain is an ideal tool for the analysis and subsequent control of an organisation's
performance level. In this paper, attempts are made to look at how value chain
analysis can be used to gauge, analyse, and predict organisational effects to control

cost int he light of achieving strategic organisation objectives of the distance
learning education. The authors use the institutions they are most familiar with the

National Teacher's Institute (Nil) and University of Ibadan ESP, for illustration
and examples.

Michael Porter (1985) portrays five competitive forces interacting within a

given industry.

Figure I shows an adaptation of these force to the distance

education programme.

The competitive forces shown in Figure 1 can

place

intense demands on the administrative capability of Distance education institutions
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to manage costs while ensuring quality education and service.

Providers of

educational service include the governments, public and private companies, as.well

as individuals.

Buyers demand quality and access, and are puting pressure on

current provides of educational services. Their demands and willingness' to pay

create opportunities for new entrants, particularly those who can use new
techniques and technologies not being properly used by existing providers. New
entrants are also not encumbered by the weight of "history" and can move quickly.

Suppliers can read demand and pressure providers to use their new products, one

of which can be very innovative. Suppliers can also by-pass providers and move
to provide their educational products and services directly to the buyers.

Figure 1: Competitive Forces in Managing Distance Education.
NEW ENTRANTS

(new "schools' private
and public, entering

territory")

SUPLIERS

BUYER OF

(especially in distance

EDUCATIONAL

education, suppliers such as

NEW TECHNOLOGY

publishers and data base

(existing schools can offer

(students can move to other

managers can produce and

quality, cheaper service.

schools as in distance education

market self-learning

etc)

students can potentially enroll at

SERVICE

school anywhere in the world)

NEW TECHNOLOGY
(substitutes can arise from
new technology such as
computer learning
packages, student access
to data bases, etc)

Adapted from Porter (1985)
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While such pressures are felt throughout the post-secondary system, cost
control management to enhance efficiency and effectiveness is different for
distance teaching organisation for three reasons. First, teaching in organisational

terms, is much simpler and less formalised in campus-based institutions than in
distance teaching organisation. In campus-based institutions the three components

of teaching-course development, course production, and course delivery-are
subsumed under the roles of individual academics. In addition, few linkages to
other parts fo the organisation are needed for this function to take place. In
distance teaching organisations, there are many actors in the process: academics,
subject matter experts, editors, instructional designers, graphics designers,
technology specialist, tutors, exam invigilators, and the many personnel who keep

records, and ship materials, including those who set up examination schedules and

so on. Commonly, these actors work in administratively distinct units of the
organisation. Thus, in distance teaching institutions, intra-and inter-departmental
linkages are critical to efficient and effective education.
Second

campus-based institutions are

relatively self-sufficient and

independent in the performance of their functions They do not place heavy reliance

on external agencies to provide their services. This independence is reflected in
budgetary expenditures. Typically, 90 percent or more of their operating
expenditures are for salary-related costs. In contrast, personnel cost in distance

teaching institutions often represent less than three quarters of operating
expenditures. This is because distance education organisations rely heavily on

outside suppliers (e.g postal and telecommunication services, print shop suppliers,
book publishers) to "go to the student".

5
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Third, the capital investment require for the campus-based institutions is
considerably greater than that required for distance teaching ones. Provision of
classrooms requires large buildings, which become a restraining capacity factor to

the number of student who can be served. For distance teaching institutions that
concentrate on basic correspondence education with tutorial support, the primary
capacity constraints is found in the number of qualifies instructors/tutors the
institute can afford to hire.

On the Value Chain Analysis
Murgatroyd and Woudstra (1989) distinguished between strategic planning

(which focuses on building strengths), and strategic management (which focUses

upon competencies needed to cope with uncertainty and to seize opportunity).
Murgatroyd 1987) develops this subject further. Central to strategic management
is the need to be aware of and pay attention to the factors driving an organisations

cost. A vital part of cost consciousness is strategic cost analysis which steps
beyond traditional management accounting (Govindarajan and Shank (1988).
The principal concept that Porter- (1985) uses to asses the competitive

position of an organisation and to understand the strategic influence of value
activities and cost drivers is the "value chain analysis. Value chains represent the

collection of activities performed by an organisation to design, produce, market,
deliver, and support its products. The purpose of this type of analysis is to enable
organisations to acconip lish their goal or mission through one of two strategies;
Cost effectiveness (providing goods or services at a lower cost than the
(a)
competition or superior goods or services at an equal cost) or
(b)

Differentiation (providing goods or services that are valued for their
uniqueness or fit a particular buyer's needs). The value chain breaks the

organisation into its relevant activities and provides a framework for
understanding the behaviour of cost. Decision makers May try to reduce
these costs or identify possible sources of differentiation.
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Value chain activities are not necessarily the same as functional division
of labour within departments, since what /who often cut across departmental lines.

Value activities are classified as either primary-the activities involved with the
physical creation and/or delivery of the product or service - or support activities,
which feed both into primary activities and into each other with purchased inputs,
technology, human resources, and other organisation-wide functions and services.

Organisational functions may not be exclusively primary or support in nature. For
example, human resource management technology development and procurement

can be associated with specific primary activities however they may also service

the entire organisation.

The overall primary activity structure in a distance

education organisation such as that of Ibadan University or National Teachers'
Institute (NTI), Kaduna, can be depicted as follows:

Inbound Logistics. Preparation for course development including

curriculum

planning hiring of authorS, ordering of reference materials including textbooks,
and formation of internal course term

Figure 2 Generic Value Chain in Managing a Distance Education Institution
Organisation Infrastructure
Human resources Management
Support

Technology Development

Activities

Procurement
Inbound
Logistics

Operations

Outbound
Logistics
Primary Activities

Sales and
Marketing

Sources: Adapted from Porter (1985)
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Service

Operations. The actual process of course development including writing, editing,
formation, graphic design, and printing.

Outbound Logistics. The packaging and storage of courses and the process of
mailing or otherwise delivering the material to the students.

Saks and Marketing.

The preparation of brochures, advertising and most

important, the university calendar. The registration of students can be considered
sales as this is where funds change hands for the purchase of the learning materials

and the university enters into a contract for tuition and other services with the
student.

The materials and services together are the products sold by the-

university.

Service: The counselling and tutoring activities including marking of assignments,
course delivery, marking of examinations, and the maintenance of student records.

A value chain analysis of the university of Ibadan ESP or NTI's primary
activities, as depicted, brings into focus the main factors determining its

competitive position as a distance teaching institution. Its competitive strength lies
in it is provision of an integrated educational and service package for students, and

not in specific products or services. For example, the course package along is a
product that can be fairly easily duplicated by others. When the service fo the
tutor, the registry, student advisors, counsellors and academic are added, a strong

overall strategic vision of quality, caring, and service, and enviable competition

position can be forged. We can further divided the University of Ibadan ESP or
NTI's primary activities into five discrete chains.

Course Development and Production. This
company.

chain is similar to a publishing

The course is conceived, written, edited, and printed.

The course

package is assembled by combining produced and purchased components and
made available to the course delivery function, a course purchased from another
provider may not enter this chain.

8
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Admission. The Admissions chain provides a services to students. Students are

admitted to the university or the Institute if they meet all necessary admission
requirements.

Course

egistration and materials Dispatch.

The Course registration and

Materials Dispatch Chain begins with the student's application to register for a
particular course. Completion fo this process triggers the release of a package of
materials, which is sent to the student. The student is also assigned tutorial centres

where course materials can be collected or assignments submitted. This process is
repeated every time for the student throughout period of studentship.

Course delivery: The course registration begins as early as possible between the

Institution and the student. The Institution's primary agent in this regard is tine
study centre tutor, who is available at least for specific week ends for tutorials and

for marking all assignments. Examinations are issued and marked centrally. Some

students services and counselling services, library, and other activities could be
included here.

Marketing: The marketing chain includes the production of the University
calendar, other brochures, and materials promotion the University's services with

the purpose of entering co-operative arrangements with them for delivery of
courses .

These five value activity chains are supplemented and supported by many
others in the areas depicted as Support Activities in the generic chain depicted in
Figure 5.

The primary chains themselves can be subdivided into smaller and

smaller chain activities depending on the details of analysis required.

To illustrate how value chain analysis applies at the level of functional
departments, we shall use University of ibadan or NTI Tutorial Service as
examples. This department has its primary function in the Course Delivery chain

but also performs some support activities through its involvement in hiring of
tutors, and maintaining and developing tutorial policy. Finally, it participates in

9
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the Marketing area though its field officers who contract outside agencies
regarding delivery of courses. (As mentioned previously, in an organisation
divided into functional departments, it is common for departmental activities to be
scattered among value chains and primary and support activities).

Of course, none of these University of Ibadan or NTI chains exists in a vacuum as

each affects the others. The institution is also affected by the values chains of the

government, of other educational institutions, of suppliers of goods and service,

etc. This is what Porter calls a value system (Porter 1985). In describing value
systems, Porter highlights the relationship between the value chains of firms (or of
organisations) and those of their suppliers and buyers or customers (see Figure 3).

Suppliers create value and deliver the purchase inputs to be sued in the
organisation's performance vis a vis a competitor who has a different or inferior
supplier.

By moving to utilise or incorporate the

suvlier firm's design

capabilities, an organisation can reach back to its suppliers' value chains to form

linkages, improve response capabilities, share costs, and gain competitive
advantage. Distance teaching organisations commonly do this through purchasing
and adapting each other's course packages.

A channel organisation is one through which the originating organisation's
product reaches the ultimate user. The channel may simply supply a service it may
enha,,ce the product. The consortia for adult education mentioned in Figure 4

solicit registrations for Distance Education Institution, provided examination
invigilation services, and sometimes provide space for equipment and other
essentials. The effect is to allow the Institutions to reach students they could not
otherwise reach with their own resources. If we refer back to Figure 4 and note
how other organisations and competitors relate to our own organisations, we can
appreciate how gaining and maintaining a strong competitive position depends on

understanding not only an organisation's own value chain but also how the
organisation fits into the overall value system. A complete assessment of an

10
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organisation's competitive position also involves understanding how rivals and
other actors

such as government, suppliers, and customers (students and the

public) may react to its moves and how rival organisation's strategies may affect
its operation through the value chain system.

Figure 3 Application of Departmental Functions by value chains model in
Distance Education Programmes.
Inbound Logistics

Outbounds

Operations

management

logistic

Course

Programme and

Course writing

Development

Curriculum

and edition

and Production

development

Composition/

Research/text book

artwork printing

review Text book

and binding

service

Sales and

and printing material
purchases

Admissions
Records.

Admission and

a.nd

Keeping

Credit

Transfer
Course
Materials

Registration

Dispatch Registration

and
Tutoring study center
_

Materials

Assignment/exams

Dispatch

marking Student/service

Course

/counselling
Practical in labs for the

Delivery

science subjects

Calendar production

Marketing

Sources: adapted from the Athabasca University Value Chain.
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Figure 4 : Distance Teaching Value System.
Supplier
Chain

Organisation
Value Chain

Channel
Value Chain

(publishers
equipment providers, office
supply firms,
Post office and
communication
Providers)

(education, and
with public and
professional
organisation that
channel students
to cus-tonized
programs)

(a university
such as UI works
with other
colleges.
consortia for
adult students.
and government

Buyer
Value Chain

buyers of
educational
services)

Delivery Cost Drivers.
Porter (1986) lists ten generic cost drivers. A cost driver is a structural
factor in an organisation or its environment that influences cost. The ten generic
cost drivers are;

Economic of scales
Learning

The pattern of capacity utilization
Linkages
Interrelationships
Integration

Timing
Discretionary policies
Location

Institutional factors.

Many of these cost drivers are relevant to the problems that ibadan
University ESP and the NTI are facing-namely the need to cut expenditures,
manage "run-away" cost, improve the student successes rate. However, analysing

the influence of cost drivers also resulted in uncovering opportunities for

12
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enchancing University of Madan ESP or the NTT competitive position by liking its

courses, programmes and systems to those of other organisations.

Conclusions and Merits of value Chain Anaylsis
In summary, the use of value chain analysis can provide a number of benefits to

the management of distance education organisations.

Managers using this

framework are clearly encourage:
(1)

To systematically consider the effects of policies, decisions, and actions on

all areas of the organisation through awareness of interrelationship and
linkage throughout the organisation. When these factors are considered the
organisation will be much more likely to endorse the sue of cross-functional
project teams.
(2)

To systematically consider the effects of effects of policies and decisions

on the organisation's value and potential for strategic aliases with suppliers,
buyers, and even potential or current competitors.
(3)

To carefully determines the cost drivers for all activities and their effect on

the cost, quality and perceived value of the organisation's programmes
courses, and services.
(4)

To make decisions and set policies from a future-oriented perspective.
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